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Abstract— In this paper a multi-robot system (MRS) trajectory
control for conducting a group of humans is proposed. Its archi-
tecture, implementation and the strategy to conduct peopleby a
team of robots is discussed, as well as the robots motion planning
methodology is being encompassed. Some experimental results
on people localization by a vision system are also introduced,
which exhibit its usage as sensory information for generation
of people trajectory control. A social model to simulate humans
motion is also included in this investigation as means to prove
the mechanism of guidance and crowd dynamics by the team of
robots, where such motion control is based on intelligent changes
of position and speed.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The main focus in this paper is to discuss an architecture
of a motion planner and its elements as means for a team of
mobile robots to steer the trajectory of a group of people.
A major endeavor in this research is to investigate a way
to fulfill guidance regarding the difficulty it may represent
non-communication between robots and humans. The analogy
of the system may be compared with the process done by a
human-guide in companies, tours, exhibitions, and so on. In
the proposed context, people trajectory control is performed
by deploying a team of mobile robots surrounding a limited
group of persons as depicted in Fig.1. A front-end robot (called
Ra) provides guidance, while the robots at the back (Rb, Rc)
observe the group as a way to get a global observation of
the situation, and to crowd the group if required. The team
has the ability to sense the environment dynamically from
distributed locations (stereo vision), whereby robots share
sensory information in a central host to build a ranged model
of the surrounding (group of people).

Successful contributions concerning robotic tour-guide tasks
have been presented in [1]-[4]. In such works the task is
accomplished with a single robot, some of them including
interaction with people, communication between humans and
robots, and even including all the functions a tour guide needs
(providing information, showing interesting routes, dealing
with people behavior, speaking, showing feelings and joking
as well).

The present system further than having the above men-
tioned aims, it attempts to steer the trajectory of a group

Fig. 1. Guiding a group of people by a team of mobile robots.

without performing any kind of explicit communication for
accomplishing conduction. The model could be seen to the
one exhibited by sheepdogs flocking and conducting herds of
sheep (the only known work of robotic sheepdog was firstly
proposed by Prof. Vaughan et al., in their work of flock control
with animals [5]). However, animals behavioral patters in their
natural environments greatly differs from humans behaviorand
other human factors, as well as the strategy for trajectory
control and cooperation among the robots is fairly different
from dogs behavioral conduction.

II. A IM AND STRATEGY

In this first approach, the paper considers basic aspects of
human behavior simulated by the use of a social force model
[18] to represent humans motion, which exhibits repulsive and
attractive magnetic effect. The paper only encompasses the
simple assumption of people following the front-end robot,
and it does not include tackling special cases (e.g. robot
approaching people leaving the group and dealing with human
behavior, other human factors, ethology aspects, etc). Theset
of problems found in people conduction was divided in three
main items, and they involve particular behavioral patterns.

1) Conduction. It is the simplest case, and is defined as the
conduction of the group of people guided by theRa,
which is easily followed by the group.

2) Crowding (Group size Control). It is the process of
grouping the people while moving along. In this context



an undesirable situation might be if the size of the group
enlarges becoming bigger than a desired size.

3) Interception. It is when a person attempts leaving the
group moving away from its scope, so that any robot
approximates to he/she, making the person to go back
into the group. This situation is considered an special
case, which implies to deal with other challenging
problems such as pattern behaviors and human factors,
ethology aspects, people identification/tracking, human-
robot interaction and so forth.

The boundary of the paper considers an strategy of trajec-
tory control only for the case 1) and in certain extent for the
case 2). However, the item 3) is an special case that for now is
out of the scope of this context, being discussed in the future.
From a technical point of view the requirements for people
conduction in the present context draw attention to a general
strategy itemized as follows:

1) Vision system for people localization.
2) MRS architecture framework.
3) People trajectory control and a motion planner.
Items 1) and 2) were introduced and discussed by the

authors in references [9], [10] and [11], while the item 3)
is the present matter of discussion. The importance of this
work relies on the proposal of this type of guidance, thus,
to understand and have a clear idea of the steering trajectory
process the Fig.2) roughly describes the task.

Fig. 2. The team of robots in formation conducting the group of people.

In addition, the social force model was used to simulate
scenarios with people behaving as a group. The original model
presented by Helbing and Molnar in [18] established a sum of
forces involving direction velocity of each people, a territorial
effect which exhibits a repulsive effect to other pedestrians,
repulsive effects against obstacles, and attractive effects to
other pedestrians (e.g. when conversing) or objects. The model
was adapted according to some considerations yielded during
conduction by the robots as showed in Fig.3.

• People assumptions (they followRa, and/or just follow
the crowd).

• The philosophy is leader-based robots formation.
• The robots motion plan depends on the group’s center of

gravity (cog).
• Three robots surround the group of people.
• People walking feel the approach of the back robots.
• Robots crowd depending on positions and speeds.

• The direction for navigation is determined byRa.

Besides, for representing the scope of a group, we estab-
lished a circular model that would encompass all the members
together as previously depicted in Fig.1). So far, we have
restricted it by the number of people between 1 and 5 persons
in hallways of the University of Tsukuba.

III. PEOPLESOCIAL MODEL

It is suggested that the motion of pedestrians can be
described as if they would be subject to social forces. The
corresponding Social Force Model (SFM) can be applied
to several behaviors. It describes the acceleration towards a
desired velocity of motion; it also terms reflecting that a
pedestrian keeps a certain distance from other pedestriansand
borders; and a term modeling attractive effects. In reference
[19], an attempt to simulate crowd dynamics (using the SFM)
by pedestrians affected by the presence and introduction of
mobile robots was presented. Such context considers a large
number of pedestrians and few robots in order to study and
understand its impact and effect in wide areas people behavior.
In the present work, the SFM has a different application as we
adapted it to simulate a reduced number of pedestrian behaving
as a group following the leader robotRa and affected by the
presence of robotsRa andRc.

The equations of the SFM involves:

1) A model for the desired direction of each pedestrian.
2) They model repulsive effects (avoid obstacles and/or

other member of the group).
3) They model attractive effects (pursuingRa, a chatting

with other members).
4) They model some random variations of the behavior.

From the original social force model only direction velocity
forces, repulsive and attractive effects were implementedas
enough forces to produce realistically the required behavioral
effects of people by the presence of the team of robots during
the conduction navigational task. The direction, velocityand
acceleration vectorial forces are determined for each member
towards theRa. The repulsive effects against each pedestrian
in the group are performed according to the rules established
by the SFM, where there exist a particular territorial effect
similar to an ellipse-shape that avoids to collapse against
the other pedestrians. Similarly, part of the adaptation ofthe
model was by deploying the same rules of repulsion to affect
the crowd dynamics by the back-end robots. Members yield
repulsive effects againstRb and Rc, but no opposite way.
Finally some small random fluctuations of the people behavior
were added. Such fluctuations slightly affected the vectorial
members’ velocity.

Indeed, many social groups of people are a need to realisti-
cally evaluate the reactiveness of the MRS, as each group of
people yields different behaviors. People behaves according
to they feel more comfortable being in the scope of the
robots surrounding while conducted. Other members in the
group walk conversing instead of only paying attention to the
following of Ra, they may be attracted by other people to have



Fig. 3. Considerations taken for adapting the SFM to our guiding context.

social interaction, which despite of such situations conduction
must be accomplished. As a preamble in this investigation
to analyze how a team of robots could affect and/or control
crowd dynamics while conduction, the authors have proposed
a simulation model that could provide: (a) A good approach
to prove the effectiveness of the proposed trajectory control
model; (b) verification of the method and the strategy; (c)
conformation of the control; (d) the MRS motion planning; and
(e) many simulated experiments of human-motion modeling.

IV. A RCHITECTURE AND PREVIOUS RESULTS

The MRS was developed within a framework that included
only the requirements to conduct people reliably. Some results
localizing people were accomplished from distributed robots
locations [9], [10] and [11]. The Fig.9 is the configuration
of one of the experiments, with 4 persons and 3 robots
(indoors). The purpose was to localize trustworthy each human
in the group, distinguishing humans from other objects in
the world. Furthermore, localization accuracy was obtained
by matching the real environment configuration against the
computed results by the MRS, thus error in people localization
reached and average of 10cm (each person’scog), depicted in
Fig.9-(d),(g).

The circles in Fig.9-(g), represent members’ occupancy
area. Circles have different radius because were represented
with the standard deviation (σ) of points in each cluster
(Fig.9-(f)). Multiple human localization was accomplished,
by sharing sensory information from each robot, as a single

robot is unable to observe all the scenario. Moreover, results
from previous process were shared into a common coordinate
system in the central host. Segmentation, human detection and
localization were then carried out as critical steps for people
localization. The MRS communication architecture is depicted
in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. MRS architecture and communication flow.

The central host and the team of robots carry out the
following process for people localization:

1) The robots receive a synchronization signal from the
central host.

2) Sensing and data filtering is performed by each robot.
3) Robots cooperatively self-localize by using an internal

relative Cartesian coordinate system (CCCS) [11] and
[14].

4) The robots transmit sensor info and pose(x, z, θ) to
central host.

5) The central host compute the algorithms for people
positions.

6) Based on people positions, the central host generates a
new motion plan for the robots.

7) Again from step 1).

Moreover, the average time spent for data transmission
(sensors data and robots position) was about8.5ms for100Kb,
but less than 10Kb are transfered among the robots and central
host. In fact, the approach in this development is a centralized
MRS architecture, in which decisions are taken by a central
host that remains during the entire mission duration as similar
architecture presented in [13], and described in [6], [7], [8]. In
this development, inter-robot communication, centralization,
synchronization and coordination are critical for the MRS to
control humans course. Likewise, robots pose determination is
a key-issue to overcome some of those problems, as well as
to calibrate distributed moving sensors, to let the MRS share
sensor data (sensor fusion). The architecture is compounded by
a team of 3 self-contained mobile robots depicted in Fig.5, and
a central host. A Pentium-III Laptop on-board with wireless
technology via IEEE802.11b was fitted on each robot.

The communication system is based on functions for spread-



Fig. 5. The team of Yamabico self-contained robotic platforms and their
configuration.

ing messages and a group-communication philosophy, as sim-
ilar communication system used in [13]. The network data
transaction management is under Linux in a TCP/IP network.

In addition, for localization each robot performs au-
tonomously a routine in a background called CCCS, whereby
robots pose is obtained cooperatively. For the guiding-task
performance, robots localization is a critical issue and the
CCCS facilitates the problem by using a relative coordinate
system. Only the leader (Ra) makes use of an extra element
called Pose Estimator Module that merges sonar ranging
data and odometry estimations, allowing to have an accurate
positioning system. These measurements are used to correct
the CCCS calculations in the central host, as a way to improve
a future motion plan.

V. TRAJECTORYCONTROL OFCENTER OFGRAVITY (cog)

The framework for controlling the trajectory of the group’s
cog is itemized as following:

1) Observation ofcog overtime.
2) Estimation of noisycog measurements (Kalman filter).
3) People trajectory control model.
4) Motion model for prediction of next desiredcog posi-

tion.
The figure 6 depicts a block diagram of the vision-based

feed back control.

Fig. 6. MRS trajectory control.

A. Estimation ofcog

Due to thecog is one of the major important issues which
is part of the mechanism to provide human guidance, one of

the central-host’s functions is to compute thecog expressed
by cog(x, z, θ, v, w), located at(x, z) and heading angleθ,
with lineal displacement in XZ-spacevk, and angular velocity
wk at discrete timek. As sensory information is not a perfect
noiseless model, we implemented a Kalman Filter to estimate
(filter) the observations of thecog’s trajectory. For Kalman
filtering [15], [16], [17], the parameters considered are the
state n-vector of the process~xk = (x, z, θ, v, w) at discrete
time k, including group’s pose, lineal and angular velocity
respectively. Besides, the observation of the system which
relates the sensory information is expressed in~zk = (x, z)
(cog) and it can be modeled by equation (1),

~zk = H~xk + ~uk (1)

Being H[2×5] the stationary over time matrix noiseless
connection between the vectors~xk and ~zk, and the~uk is a
Gaussian white sequence. Furthermore, the Kalman gain then
is expressed by,

Kk = PkHT (HPkHT + Rk)
−1 (2)

In equation (2) the Kalman gain is updated at every timek,
whereby the error dispersion covariance matrixP[5×5] (non-
stationary) in (3) and the noise covariance in the measurement
R[2×2] are also involved. Noise covariance values arise from
xx

k andxz
k in Rk.

Pk =













cx 0 0 0 0
0 cz 0 0 0
0 0 cθ 0 0
0 0 0 cv 0
0 0 0 0 cw













(3)

The first part of a traditional Kalman filter was defined in
previous equations, thus the process ofcog estimation can
be established. With an update equation for the new estimate
x̂k+1, combining the old estimatêxk with the measurement
data~zk in (4),

x̄k = x̂k + Kk(~zk − Hx̂k) (4)

The innovation equation is derived from expression (1),
which is also related in previous equation (4). Additionally, a
subsequent part of estimation process suggests also the update
covariancePk defined as,

P̂k = Pk − KkHPk (5)

The previous equations (2), (4) and (5) yield an estimate
of the state vector~xk and the error covariance matrixPk.
Basically, the projection of estimatēxk+1 and the vector
state error covariance matrix̄Pk+1. Equation (6) expresses the
projection intok+1 of previous estimatêxk, and it relates the
state transition matrix of the processΦ (also non-stationary),
and some n-vector noise sequenceqk.

x̄k+1 = Φx̂k + qk (6)



The transition matrix of the process expressed in (7)

Φ =













1 0 0 cos θk∆t 0
0 1 0 sin θk∆t 0
0 0 1 0 ∆t

0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1













(7)

Likewise, projection intok+1 of the covariance is expressed
by (8),

P̄k+1 = P̂k + (A + AT )P̂k∆t + (AP̂kAT + Σw)∆t2 (8)

WhereA[5×5] is a Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives (9)
of the state transition matrixΦ respect to~xk consequently non-
stationary matrix, and∆t represents the time interval between
each measurement. Besides,Σw[5×5] is a matrix involving the
covariance arising from sensor measurement error.

A =













0 0 − sin θk cos θk 0
0 0 cos θk sin θk 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0













(9)

A general representation of the Kalman filter implemen-
tation is integrated within the trajectory control model, also
depicted in figure 8-(a).

B. Trajectory Control Model

A basic principle in our method, is that the team of robots
must steer thecog towards a desired path. The equation (10)
expresses a model of thecog angular acceleration (αk), and
yields a trajectory from the currentcog location towards the
desired pathway, having a distance to reach called∆x. Nev-
ertheless, the team of mobile robots cannot explicitly control
αk, but can in some extent affect the reaction ofcog heading
angle θ as a way of heading control while navigating. The
equation also requires as input the group’s angular velocity
wk. In our case the equation (10) is a lineal feedback control
system.

αk = −k1∆xk − k2θk − k3wk (10)

The gain is established by the constantsk1, k2 and k3 and
were determined by trial and error for the robots. Thus, the
steps to calculate a desiredcog’s location at timek + 1 is by
substituting the calculated values by the equation for control
that calculates theαk for usage of equations (11), (12), (13)
and (14). The effects of the control must be as depicted in
Fig.8-(a).

C. Motion Model

A projection of the group’s angular velocitywk+1 is given
by the equation (11), involving a measurement ofwk and the
previous computedαk.

wk+1 = wk + αk∆t (11)

Now, the result from previous equation (10) allows us to
correlate a measuring of the current angleθk to calculate the
one at next discrete timeθk+1 by the equation,

θk+1 = θk + wk+1∆t (12)

Basically, the previous result of the angle becomes funda-
mental to get a value of thecog lineal velocity, which expresses
a representative situation of thecog motion behavior. Thus,
the lineal velocity vectorial value in anXY space, with its
components decomposition are

vx
k+1 =‖ ~vk ‖ cos θk+1 + γx(vx

ref− ‖ ~vk ‖ cos θk+1)

vz
k+1 =‖ ~vk ‖ sin θk+1 + γz(v

z
ref− ‖ ~vk ‖ sin θk+1)

(13)

Being γx and γz the gains of XZ-velocities respectively,
and the establishment of a desired velocity called reference
velocity denoted byvref . Eventually, our model for position
calculation is given by the equation (14), which determinesin
advance the next possible position value relaying on the lineal
velocity (see Fig.8-(b)).

px
k+1 = px

k + vx
k+1∆t

pz
k+1 = pz

k + vz
k+1∆t

(14)

The Fig.7 shows the simulation results of thecog motion
behavior from100cm heading to60o (displacement, angle
behavior and XZ-velocities performance). Subsequently, the
results are fed into the Kalman filter, which is integrated asa
prediction module of the feedback system control performing
cog estimation in real-time during conduction task.

Fig. 7. cog motion behavior (Gaussian error included)

.

VI. ROBOTS MOTION PLANNING

A. Conduction (easily following)

Real path conduction between multiple people and multiple
mobile robots can represent in some extent an intractable



task to accomplish when dealing with the problem of implicit
communication. Certainly, it is a difficult problem to overcome
since the only communication between robots and humans
is based on motion reactions. The MRS reacts expecting a
favorable human motion-behavior tracking theRa, or acting
according to the motion reactions given by the robots through
a special robots keeping-formation that has been utilized as
shown in Fig.8-(c). The basic principle relays on the fact
that only a robot (Ra) provides no control but guidance.
Meanwhile the rest of the robots at the back are purposed
to observe and control the motion and size of the people
dispersion.

B. Crowding

The Fig.8-(d) depicts a group circular model, and its main
element to crowd relays on affecting the actual radiusrk until
reaching a desired radiusrref by means of the robots position
and speed (rref established a priori). If the condition forrk

is rk > rref , the process of crowding is performed. The
crowding process is expressed by equation (15) with a gain
β. Here the core of this method arise from the viewpoint that
the smaller therk, the more the crowding. Since there is not
explicit communication, the strategy is that the team of robots
must get closer or farther from thecog, forcing them to modify
more their inter-space.

rk+1 =

{

rk + β(rref − rk), rk > rref

rref , rk <= rref
(15)

C. Robots Motion

The Ri poses are determined based on thecog location
as depicted in Fig.8-(c). Once thecog was predicted by the
motion model of section V-C,Ra pose is then established
according to the predicted heading angle forcog. Likewise,
Rb and Rc are also planned with the anglesδ = 0o for Ra,
δ = 150o for Rb andδ = 210o for Rc substituted in equation
(16).

Rik+1 = cogk+1 + ∆s sin(θk+1 + δ) (16)

The ∆s is the distance required for the field of view of the
vision sensors, set as a constant. Furthermore, whether the
crowding process is required or not, the model always verify
the value ofrk+1 overtime. Likewise, the team of robots will
always head towards the direction established by the motion
plan, pursuing the desired pathway.

Thus, robots increase/decrease their speed in order to reach
certain locations (Rik) affecting people positions in next
update time. Robots speed (Vk+1) is an important factor to
regard in order to affect the crowd of the group, so people
must stop if being too close toRa or smoothly accelerate if
the leader speeds. It is expressed by the equation (17),

Vk+1 = |Rik+1−Rik|
∆t

(17)

Fig. 8. Configuration for the team of robots formation.

VII. S IMULATION RESULTS

A. Methodology

Until this stage we have obtained experimental results in
laboratory with the team of robots and sensory info, as well
as results from our simulation model, which gave us: (a) A
good approach to prove the effectiveness of the proposed
trajectory control model; (b) verification of the method and
the strategy; (c) Confirmation of the control; (d) the MRS
motion planning; and (e) many samples of human-motion
modeling. Actually, some of the most important parameters for
people motion simulation were the sampling timeτ = 0.5s, a
mean of desired people speedsvo = 1.34m·s−1, the maximal
acceptable people speedV max = 1.3vo, the repulsive effects
among pedestriansα and β were V o

αβ = 2.1m·s−1, also the
variance for exponential decreasing repulsive effectsσ = 0.3,
and the pedestrians step spacesv = 0.9m. In addition, the
methodology for simulation is explained in the following steps:

1) Original randomly location of the members among the
team of robots.

2) Thecog is measured.
3) Thecog is filtered by the Kalman filter.
4) Nextcog’s pose is predicted with the next robots motion.
5) The members pursuit towardsRa.
6) Members’ position and velocity include fluctuations.
7) The group’s size is determined (radius=farthest mem-

ber).
8) Robots move towards next desired position based on the

motion equations.
9) Again from step 2).

With this general methodology, the figure 10 depicts the
simulation results with the merging of all the models already
proposed.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

We have introduced a MRS architecture purposed to guide
a group of people through a desired pathway. Nevertheless,
our endeavor in this article has been to discuss a trajectory



control model and a robots motion planning system from
an architectural and technical implementation approach. Fur-
ther than establishing a deep study on ethology of entities
(humans or animals). We established the model presented in
this paper from previous experimental results, taking as key-
issue observation of group’s center (cog). Likewise, we briefly
explained experimental results of multiple people localization,
the communication system and its architecture. The people-
robot interaction is only for the simplest case (people willing
to be guided, and more complex situation will be investigated
in the future), and their behavior was yielded by an adaptation
of the social force model. We may synthesize the features of
the MRS conduction methodology as follows:

1) The proposal of this type of people conduction by three
robots.

2) Thecog observation.
3) Thecog estimation by Extended Kalman Filtering.
4) Prediction of thecog by a proposed motion model.
5) A motion-planner for the robots behavior.
6) Integration and adaptation of the Social Force Model to

simulate groups of people.
7) The merging of all the models in a simulation process.

In addition, some of the assumptions for the people behav-
ioral patterns are: the people followRa as it is the conductor;
people behavioral patters correspond to adults and do not
include neither children, nor third age persons, etc;Rb and
Rc make certain atmosphere or sense of guiding control in
the people feelings as they surround them. Let us note that,
this proposal is only a first approach as to be the base that
will include more complex functionalities to deal with human
factors and people behavior. This initial contribution must be
considered a first basic model as a preamble to develop more
complex aimed tasks and some potential applications might
be: to guide refugees towards safe places in case of military
actions or disasters; guided-tours in companies for visitors; es-
corting important and/or famous people by bodyguard robots;
conducting herds of animals by farm-robots; and so forth.

Hereafter, a next attempt is the implementation of the
social force model as an alternative to improve the human-
motion behavior. Likewise, currently we are undertaking the
realization of real experiments in simple situation with groups
of people and the MRS, which has been very challenging and
has implied many technical issues to regard.
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Fig. 9. Multi-people localization experimental results.

Fig. 10. Trajectory control simulation results.


